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Highway 
engineers and 
ecologists work 
together on a 
regular basis…



National Highways

“We have become the first major roads 
organisation to achieve a globally recognised 

accreditation for our commitment and ambition 
to cut carbon. Our carbon management system 

has achieved PAS 2080 accreditation, recognising 
our plans to reduce carbon during the design, 

construction, and operation of England’s 
strategic road network.“

• “We must always keep the environment in 
mind in everything we do, and this 

accreditation is a clear recognition of the hard 
work done by National Highways and the 

innovation taking place across our roads to 
reduce our environmental impact.”

Roads Minister Richard Holden



CIEEM Academic Special Interest Group 
Aim: to bridge the gap between 

academia/research & practice

Would a conference for ecologists and engineers 

based on bridging the gap between disciplines 

be useful?

How about a working group to look at the 

feasibility for this?



AIM 

To explore ways to improve working relationships between ecologists and highway engineers to 
increase efficiency of project delivery, economy viability and benefit the environment. 

This will be done by sharing knowledge and best practice using case studies as examples, potential 
causes of conflict, and identify areas for further research. 





Give and take!

Morning presentations:

• National Highways and the Environment

• Lower Thames Crossing – delivering a 
major highway scheme in a biodiversity 
crisis

• The Local Authority Perspective –
managing competing agendas for road 
users and nature

• Ebbsfleet Garden City - the challenges of 
delivering major new infrastructure in 
harmony with the environment

• A31 Highways Scheme Ringwood –
Delivering a major scheme in a 
internationally protected area

Afternoon: 

• Focus groups to add to questionnaires 

Invitation made clear delegates would be expected to actively contribute by sharing 

knowledge, identifying potential causes of conflict, and areas for further research. 



Participatory Research 1: 
Quantifying the problem

• Have you experienced any delays, misunderstandings or communication 

difficulties when working with environmental issues on highways schemes?     

100% replied yes 

• How often?

• Engineers: almost half said regularly/50% of jobs/on most schemes

• Ecologists:  frequently/more often than not/ >50% of the time/on all projects 

to a greater or lesser degree 

• Others: 3-4 per year/frequently/75% of projects/All the time



Afternoon Workshops 

Mixed groups

Semi-structured 

facilitated 

discussions 

•



Participatory Research 2: 
Finding Solutions 
Top issues:

• 1 communication

• 2 understanding each other’s roles and responsibilities

• 3 collaborate as early in the project as possible

Suggestions:

• A dictionary 

• Forums/events/shared professional space 



https://wonkhe.com/blogs/buil
ding-bridges-the-case-for-inter-
faculty-learning/



Implications for practice-based 
learning

So how can we  better prepare our students for work? 

• Language issues - terminology

• Teaching across silos good idea but… university processes and organisations

• Academics are not (always) in touch with industry

• Role play opportunities

• Too much in curricula already?

• Within current…constraints we cannot do this... 





What we want to do…

We need to be running short supplementary courses for EC 

ecologists and engineers

We could run at the same time (pilot?)

Smooth out ‘bumps in the road’!

Look at the future world of working: Buildings Information 

Modelling, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, co-working 

in cyber space



DISCUSSION
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